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According to the report of World Wind Energy Association, as of 2010, installed global wind power capacity
reached 197 GW increasing more than 10 times within the last decade. Turkey is the 6th largest electricity market
in Europe and there is a significant growth potential for wind power of the country. Although, wind energy has
a significant contribution to the energy system, there are some uncertainties due to discontinuous nature of the
wind field. Therefore, wind energy farms have not supplied continuous energy to the grid, yet. For an effective
energy planning in the grid, it is necessary to predict the wind energy production as accurately as possible up to 72
hours. In order to improve the short term wind prediction accuracy over the wind farms, there is a need to build an
accurate wind energy forecasting system, which captures the dynamical and statistical nature of the wind field in
spatial and time scales. In this study, the next generation mesoscale numerical weather prediction model WRF; two
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models: RuzgarSim and WindSim; also WindPRO and WaSP models have
been used to develop short term wind energy prediction system (SWEPS) for the Northwestern part of Turkey,
which covers 4 wind farms.
The outcome of this project is expected to provide a consistent increase of wind integration in two levels; in an
operational level due to better management of wind farms, and also in a feasibility level to contribute in increas-
ing the installed capacity of wind farms. The later level is also important because an accurate prediction of the
resources reduces the risk of wind farm developers, who are then more willing to undertake the responsibility on
new wind farm installations especially in a liberalized electricity market environment. In the case of the realiza-
tion of the project, short term and small scale wind estimation will contribute to energy planning; to control of
forest fires and sport activities; and to determinate the small scale distribution of air pollution. Our first study was
the preliminary results of short term wind energy prediction system for Soma, Manisa, in Turkey and it is shown
that the WRF and RuzgarSim CFD model can be coupled in the complex topography of Turkey. However, more
analyses are needed to obtain better results; especially sensitivity analyses of WRF outputs should be intensively
investigated. RuzgarSim CFD and WAsP comparisons with respect to both scada and mast data also showed us
that the results were very much dependent upon an interested location. On the other hand, it should be noted that
the scada data comparisons can be mislead. Mast data comparisons with the RuzgarSim CFD simulations might
be promising. Although there is a slight shift in wind speeds, the vertical distribution of the wind was captured
well. In the presentation, these preliminary results are going to be evaluated in detail for 4 wind farms located in
the Northwestern part of Turkey.


